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Flow behaviors of polymeric liquids have been widely utilized in the field of polymer rheology 
for characterization of material properties and for theoretical development of general constitutive 
models. In particular, it has been observed that structural and dynamical behaviors of polymers show 
distinctive features under confined environment (interface), compared with bulk polymers. However, 
despite many academic efforts, detailed molecular processes underlying interfacial polymeric 
materials are still unclear. This dissertation aims to elucidate the basic molecular characteristics of 
the structural and dynamic functions generally observed in bulk/interfacial polymer systems 
undergoing complicated flow conditions (including switch-on, steady state, and switch-off of 
external field), via atomistic nonequilibrium molecular dynamics (NEMD) simulations. Thus, main 
contributions of this doctoral dissertation are based on three major subjects: 1) interfacial chain 
dynamics of confined polymer melts under steady shear flow; 2) stress overshoot of polymer melts 
undergoing start-up shear flow; 3) stress relaxation of polymer melts upon cessation of steady shear 
flow.  
In confined polymer system, interfacial slip plays a crucial role in a variety of fluid dynamics 
problems occurring in practical polymer processing, lubrication, adhesion, etc. Our results for 
confined sheared polymers identify three distinctive characteristic regimes, with regard to the degree 
of slip, and reveal the underlying molecular mechanisms for each regime. Moreover, we extend this 
finding to confined short-chain branched (SCB) and ring polymer systems with boundary solid walls, 
thus analyze in detail the effect of short branches and closed-loop conformation on the polymer 
structure and dynamics at the interface, in comparison with the linear polymer system. 
When shear flow is initially imposed in equilibrium polymeric liquids at sufficiently high rates, 
stress overshoot, one of the important nonlinear rheological behaviors is commonly found: shear 
stress gradually increases with time, and reaches a maximum value, then decreases to attain steady-
state value. To resolve conflicting studied results and investigate the molecular mechanisms 
regarding the overshoot, a thorough analysis has dedicated. Therefore, fundamental issues can be 
answered such as why/how the stress overshoot occurs. Furthermore, after the imposed external 
force field is turned off in steady flowing system, polymeric liquids relieve stress gradually via 
complex structural and rheological transitions. We demonstrate the molecular origins for the stress 
relaxation exhibited by flowing polymeric materials, also provide answers to most basic questions 
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The field of computer simulations has experienced significant advances and the rapid increase in 
computing power. These developments enable us to provide fundamental (from flowing polymeric 
systems to colloid, biomolecules or nanostructure materials undergoing mechanic or electric force field) 
by revealing the molecular origin of phenomena observed macroscopically and by suggesting a direct 
route between the microscopic information and macroscopic properties/phenomena (as a bridge). From 
DFT, all atom or coarse graining model, further to the continuum model such as the COMSOL or 
ABABUS, there are various ranges of scale of computer simulation (See Figure 1.1.1). In particular, 
molecular dynamics can measure the physical properties and phenomena directly at atomic or molecular 
level based on Newtonian and statistical mechanics. This allows us to study small systems that cannot 
be seen in the experiments. Moreover, it also gives comprehensive and systematic research in structural, 
thermodynamic and rheological properties of complex molecules at molecular level, via nonequilibrium 
molecular dynamics (NEMD) simulations.  
 
Figure 1.1.1. Computer simulation scale. 
 
Motivated by advantages of the computer simulation, we attempted to elucidate fundamental molecular 
information of phenomena, where they generally occur in interfacial polymer systems, and also sheared 
polymeric melts systems undergoing various types of shear flow (e.g., startup-shear, steady shear, and 
cessation of steady shear flow). 
In confined polymer system, structural or rheological properties of polymeric liquids are significantly 
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affected by interfacial slip on static wall. Confined or interfacial polymeric systems, commonly used in 
practical polymer processes, have attracted a lot of attention for many decades, owing to their versatile 
practical applications such as polymer films, polymer nanocomposites, biological membranes, and 
lubricants. It is well known that when a fluid is confined to a narrow geometry, its physical and chemical 
behaviors, e.g., solidlike behavior, high viscosity, and oscillatory solvation force are very different from 
those of the ordinary bulk fluid (See Figure 1.1.2).  
 
Figure 1.1.2. Basic information of confined polymeric systems. 
 
In particular, the interfacial slip phenomena have been recognized as one of the most intriguing 
research topics since the pioneering work of Mooney because they deny the traditional no-slip boundary 
condition, the assumption that fluids at a fluid-wall interface move with the same velocity as that of the 
wall, which has been routinely applied to a variety of fluid dynamics problems. One of important 
interfacial phenomenon, melt instability exhibited by polymer extrudates are directly associated with 
the slip phenomena such as stick-slip mechanism shown by many studies. According to de Genne, 
universal features for general polymeric materials can be identified and be elucidated by scaling laws. 
Therefore, study on the scaling behavior of confined polymeric materials via systematic molecular 
simulation would greatly help to predetermine material properties in the range of our interest before 
performing any experiments. The present well-established theories of confinement were worked out by 
de Genne and Odijk who demonstrated a relation between chain extension (R) and confinement degree 




Figure 1.1.3. Scaling behavior of confined polymers. 
 
The scaling of chain extension depending on applied force (f) was studied by Pincus. However, these 
works necessitate further exploration of the nature of such regimes, as the studied regimes have certain 
limitation based on several hypothetical assumptions (e.g., weak excluded volume effect). In other 
words, numerous scaling behaviors that have been reported to date often show controversial results one 
another or even in comparison with macroscopic properties. Therefore, our present knowledge of these 
interfacial phenomena at a microscopic level still remains controversial and incomplete. In-depth 
information of molecular mechanisms and dynamics behind such interfacial properties is essential to 
the development of our ability to predict and control intriguing behaviors of various confined systems. 
To our best knowledge, this work presents, for the first time, the detailed molecular mechanisms and 
dynamics underlying slip phenomena, which have yet to be established in interfacial polymer rheology. 
Elucidating the fundamental molecular characteristics behind the interfacial slip which is relevant to a 
variety of practical polymer processes, the present work would be beneficial for comprehending the 
general rheological characteristics and properties exhibited by interfacial polymeric systems. We 
consider the general features revealed in this study to be essentially intrinsic to any interfacial polymeric 
system, independent of various wall structures and polymer-wall interactions. Additionally, we extend 
to various polymers with complex molecular architectures and see structural and dynamic effects of 
polymer architecture on interfacial slip by directly tracking down the individual chain motion near the 
interface.  
In the early stages of start-up shear at sufficient flow strengths, it is generally observed that stress 
increases with time and has maximum value, then eventually decreases to steady-state value (stress 
overshoot) in polymeric systems (Figure 1.1.4). Many experimental and theoretical studies have shown 
that the flow birefringence (a measure of the average bond-vector orientation) can properly describe 
both steady and transient stress behaviors for sheared polymeric liquids. According to the tube theory 
of entangled polymeric materials, the stress overshoot is closely related to the segmental (i.e., 
entanglement strand) orientation in the range of shear rates τd−1 <   < τR−1, where τd and τR denote the 
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terminal relaxation time and the Rouse time, respectively, and segmental orientation determines 
responses of stress overshoot. Furthermore, for   > τR, the global chain stretching makes a significant 
effect on the overshoot phenomenon for the normal stress as well as the shear stress. Various 
experimental and computational studies have supported these theoretical predictions; however, the 
detailed molecular mechanisms behind stress overshoot remain unclear. Based on these physical aspects, 
we thus carried out a detailed molecular analysis via NEMD to elucidate the intrinsic molecular 
characteristics and to provide fundamental answer to basic question behind the overshoot phenomena 
for entangled polymer systems experiencing shear flow. 
 
Figure 1.1.4. (Top) Atomistic description of systems undergoing start-up shear. (Bottom) Transient behavior of 
shear stress and shear rate as a function of time.   
 
Unlike simple liquids that release applied stress almost instantaneously after the imposed external 
force field is turned off (Figure 1.1.5), polymeric liquids relieve stress gradually via complex structural 
and rheological transitions stemming from multiple characteristic time and length scales of various 
internal microstructures. Stress relaxation behaviors have been most widely applied in the field of 
polymer rheology for characterization of material properties in practice and for theoretical development 
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underlying the stress relaxation of polymer systems remain unknown. In this study, we aim to elucidate 
the basic molecular characteristics of the stress relaxation process occurring in polymer systems upon 
cessation of steady shear flow. An attempt is made to explain, based on the molecular features, the 
physical origins for some well-known experimental observations related to the stress relaxation 
phenomena of polymeric liquids. 
 
Figure 1.1.5. Transient behavior of shear stress and shear rate as a function of time upon cessation of steady shear. 
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2.1 Polymer physics 
 
  This chapter concentrates on the dynamics of polymers in the liquid state. Polymer liquid [which has 
its internal microstructure (i.e., entropy)] generally shows viscous and elastic characteristics (i.e., 
viscoelasticity), thus inducing its distinctive dynamical properties. Based on the statistical mechanics, 
polymer physics mostly aims to investigate the scaling behavior of polymers in the view of correlation 
length scale. Here, there are two main polymer models according to entanglements: Rouse (unentangled) 
and reptation (entangled) models.1 As mentioned, polymer regarded as macromolecules, possesses 
internal microstructure, thus influenced by surrounding chain interaction in the range of sufficiently 
large length scale. This constraint, termed an entanglement can involve overall chain dynamics and 
statics, eventually giving rise to different behaviors according to degree of entanglements. With this 




2.1.1 Unentangled polymer dynamics 
  Unentangled polymer model, called Rouse model (also known as bead-entropic spring model) 
describes dynamics by dividing polymer chains with N beads and N-1 springs (size b) based on Gaussian 




k =  , where Bk  and b  denote Boltzmann constant and 
Kuhn length) as depicted in Fig. 2.1.1. Ignoring an energetic effect in polymer, entropic effect 
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 − = −  =                   (2.1.1) 
where ( )A r   and ( )S r   represent free energy and entropy of the chains with bead vector r  
respectively, and ( )r  denotes probability function of a chains with r . Then spring force can be 
derived as follows. 
2 2
3 3
( ) , ( )B B
k T k T
F r r k
b b
= − =                        (2.1.2) 








 = − +                           (2.1.3) 
representing   denotes friction coefficient springU  and if  are interaction potential and Brownian 
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Note that Rouse model neglects excluded volume effect and hydrodynamic interaction; therefore it 
effectively elucidates dynamics of unentangled polymer melts. Additionally, the chain diffuses its length 










=                               (2.1.5) 
This indicates the chain is diffusive on time longer than Rouse time, whereas the chain has modes on 
time shorter than the Rouse time. From the Einstein relation, diffusion coefficient D of the Rouse chain 
is also written as 
Bk TD
N














2.1.2 Entangled polymer dynamics 
 The topological constraints (entanglements) exhibited by surrounding chain interaction restrict chain 
motions, thus chains show biased motion in a tube-like region (see Fig. 2.1.2). The chains can freely 
move along their contour of the tube (called primitive path lpp) due to hindered movement in direction 
perpendicular to the primitive path, termed tube diameter a. In tube (reptation) model, it describes 
entangled chain dynamics based on Rouse chain, in conjunction with constraints imposed by 
neighboring chains. Thus, here it is assumed that chains consist of N segments with length b and friction 
coefficient ξ.  
In the short time scale, the chain shows small perturbation along its contour length. However, on a 
longer time scale, primitive path would change, generating or destroying original primitive path. This 











=                               (2.1.7) 
Importantly, d  is proportional to N
3, compared with R  (which is proportional to N
2), indicating 
dominant effect of topological constraints in entangled polymeric systems. 
Additionally, primitive chains previously mentioned are regarded as inextensible contour length, 
without considering mobile tube (i.e., constraint release)3 and contour length fluctuation4. However, in 
reality, the length of primitive fluctuates with time, also whole tube can move due to thermal Brownian 
effect, eventually leading to d  ~ N
3.4 rather than N3 obtained from assumption of constant contour 
length.  
 
Figure 2.1.2. Description of a tube-like region (represented by green dash) of a reference chain (black) resulted 





2.2 Polymer rheology 
 
2.2.1 Introduction 
Rheology5 is the study of the deformation or flow of materials. It aims to demonstrate the flow 
behaviors of complex fluids (e.g., polymers, biosystems, suspensions, emulsions or compounds etc.) 
under the imposed flow field. The crucial goal of the rheology is to establish the relationship between 
the stress on material and deformation by measurements. Particularly, polymer-based flow behavior is 
to help understand the structure-property relationship. Because most polymeric materials do not follow 
the conventional Newtonian constitutive equation, the stress is highly complicated function of material 
properties. Thus, it is challenging and important in the field of rheology to constitutive equations for 
non-Newtonian fluids. To achieve this goal, many experiments have been carried out using various flow 
types. The resulting stress responses on the flow would be functions of time, strain or other parameters, 
which are dependent on fluid characteristics. Here, the functions that characterize the rheological (flow) 
behaviors of fluid is called material functions (e.g., stress, viscosity, modulus etc.). This chapter thus 
focuses on what kinds of standard flow type are and how material function (stress) become different 
under corresponding flow fields.  
 
 
2.2.2 Standard flows: shear and elongational flow 
To describe flow behavior, stresses generated by the flowing fluid should be measured when 
subjected to a deformation. Otherwise, we could measure the velocity or deformation resulted from the 
imposed stress on a fluid. Either of approaches can give us information of flow behavior. Two main 
flow type described here is shear and elongation. 
Shear flow is the most general flow type in rheology. Velocity under shear flow is the only function 
of y-direction. Thus, the velocity field u  for simple shear flow is defined in terms of Cartesian 











                               (2.2.1) 





. Therefore, in Cartesian coordinates, x-direction represents 
flow direction, y-direction is flow gradient direction, and z-direction is called the neutral direction. This 
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flow is produced when the fluid undergoes constant shear rate. Note that the stress tensor   predicted 








                               (2.2.2) 
where   denotes viscosity. In addition, there are time-dependent shear flow types as well. Steady and 
unsteady shear flow types are compared and summarized in Figure 2.2.1. 
 
 







Elongational flow, which is shear-free flow, is one including zero off-diagonal components in 
velocity field. The called uniaxial elongational (extensional) flow in Cartesian coordinates is described 

















                               (2.2.3) 
where   is (always positive) elongation rate. Therefore, a fluid exposed to uniaxial elongational flow 
would undergo both stretch in z-direction and contraction in x- and y-direction. Beginning with the 














                         (2.2.4) 
The other types of elongational flow is biaxial and planar elongational flows. Former has the same 
velocity profile form with uniaxial elongational flow except negative elongational rates, and later has 
no deformation in the y-direction. Velocity field in biaxial elongational flow in Cartesian coordinates 
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3.1 Nonequilibrium molecular dynamics simulation 
 
3.1.1 Steady shear flow 
Computer simulation has been numerous developed in computational method and algorithm, and 
currently it has become essential parts in many research fields, along with theories and experiments.  
Molecular dynamics (MD) simulation, the most powerful computational method, computes the 
positions and velocities of individual particles by solving their equations of motion as a function of time, 






F a                                  (3.1.1) 
where F is the force acting on the particle, a is acceleration of particle, m is its mass, v is its velocity, 
and t is time. Thus, it is possible to express the Hamiltonian of a system followed by 
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p q q q                    (3.1.2) 
where pi and qi denote the momentum and coordinate of particle i, respectively, N the number of 





















                               (3.1.4) 
The atomistic NEMD simulations were executed with the p-SLLOD algorithm proposed by Baig et 
al.6,7 implemented with the Nosé-Hoover thermostat8,9 for external velocity gradient field u . The 
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             (3.1.5) 
where s and ps are coordinate- and momentum-like variables, respectively, of the Nosé-Hoover 
thermostat. Q=DNkBTτ2 is the thermostat mass parameter where D and τ are the dimensionality and 
relaxation time parameter, respectively. This p-SLLOD algorithm has been proved to show a rigorously 
canonical structure with satisfying thermodynamics and Newtonian mechanics.  
Also, we utilized the reversible reference system propagator algorithm (r-RESPA)10 to numerically 
integrate the evolution equations. The time propagator ( )tG  for each atom can be derived as follows: 
( ) ( ) ( )
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   (3.1.6) 
The Liouville operator LR of the reference system is defined as  










                           (3.1.7) 
 
3.1.2 Unsteady shear flow: start-up shear and cessation of steady shear flow 
  Note that in start-up shear (i.e., 
y x =u ) or cessation of steady shear flow (i.e., =u 0 ), 
streaming velocity ( )iU q  along the velocity gradient direction gradually develops or diminishes as a 
function of time, eventually reaching the steady-state velocity of corresponding imposed strain rate or 
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equilibrium state, respectively. The streaming velocity ( )iU q  at atomic position iq  was computed 
based on a 5th-order polynomial fit in every MD step throughout the system. The velocity gradient 










=u                                   (3.1.8) 
for planar Couette flow with shear rate  . The applied shear rate is expressed in reduced unit *  = 
 tref where dimensionless time tref = (σ2m/ε)1/2. The real peculiar momentum 
real
ip  of each atom was 
then calculated by subtracting the streaming velocity at its position from its laboratory momentum 
i i i im
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3.2 Simulation model and system details 
 
  The well-known (Siepmann-Karaborni-Smit) SKS11 and Transferable Potentials for Phase Equilibria 
(TraPPE)12 united-atom potential model were adopted for systems, except for that the rigid bond 
adopted in the original model was replaced by a flexible one with a harmonic potential. In the SKS and 
TraPPE models, nonbonded intermolecular and intramolecular interactions between atomic units were 








    
    
     
= −                      (3.2.1) 
where ij=(ij)1/2 and ij=(i+j)/2 were defined by the standard Lorentz-Berthelot mixing rules 
between atomistic units i and j. The LJ parameters in the SKS model were put equal to /kB = 47 K and 
σ=3.93 Å  for the CH2 units, and equal to /kB = 114 K and σ=3.93 Å  for the CH3 units, where kB denotes 
the Boltzmann constant. And the size parameters in the TraPPE model σCH, σCH2, and σCH3 were set 
equal to 4.68 Å , 3.95 Å , and 3.75 Å , respectively, and the energy parameters CH/kB, CH2/kB, and CH3/kB, 
equal to 10 K, 46 K, and 98 K, respectively. A cut-off distance equal to 2.5 ij was utilized in the 
simulations. The intramolecular LJ interaction was only active between atoms that are farther apart than 
three bonds along the chain. The bond-stretching, bond-bending, and bond-torsional interactions are 
described by the following expressions: 





U l l l= −                   (3.2.2) 













=                (3.2.4) 
where the bond-stretching constant kstr/kB = 452,900 K/Å 2, the equilibrium bond length leq = 1.54 Å , the 
bond-bending constant kben/kB = 62,500 K/ rad2, the bond-torsional constants a0/kB = 1010 K, a1/kB = 
2019 K, a2/kB = 136.4 K and a3/kB = – 3165 K with the equilibrium bond angle θeq = 114° for the SKS 
model. In the TraPPE model, the equilibrium bending angle θeq = 114° for CHx-CH2-CHy (with x and y 
equal to 2 or 3), θeq = 112° for CHx-CH-CHy, and θeq = 109.47° for CHx-C-CHy. The bond-torsional 
parameters are such that (a) a0 = 2.0071, a1 = 4.0122, a2 = 0.27105, a3 = −6.2895 (kcal/mol) for CHx-
CH2-CH2-CHy, (b) a0 = 0.78542, a1 = 1.7787, a2 = 0.44454, a3 = −3.5076 (kcal/mol) for CHx-CH2-CH-
CHy, and (c) a0 = 0.91670, a1 = 2.7503, a2 = 0, a3 = −3.6665 (kcal/mol) for CHx-CH2-C-CHy [note that 
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here ϕ = 0 represents the (most stable) trans-conformation, whereas it refers to the cis-conformation]. 
We have carried out direct atomistic NEMD simulations of various entangled linear polyethylene 
(PE) melts with complicated chain architectures under unsteady and steady shear in a wide range of 
flow strengths, corresponding to the Weissenberg number Wi (defined as the product of the terminal 
relaxation time d  of the system and the imposed strain rate   ). The NEMD simulations were 
executed with the well-known p-SLLOD algorithm6,7, implemented by a Nosé–Hoover thermostat8,9 
and the standard Lees–Edwards sliding-brick boundary conditions13 using the reversible reference 
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IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
4.1 Confined polymer melts under steady-shear flow 
 
Confined or interfacial polymeric systems, commonly used in practical polymer processes, have 
been largely investigated, due to resolving interfacial phenomena occurring in polymer films, adhesion, 
nanocomposites or lubricants. However, despite numerous efforts, its intrinsic molecular 
characteristics is still unclear. Interfacial slip, especially, one of significant interfacial phenomena, has 
been studied for several decades, but there are lots of questions on molecular origin of the phenomenon 
in spite of its significance. 
 In this regard, we conducted a comprehensive and thorough analysis on the interfacial polymer 
chains via direct atomistic NEMD simulations of PE melts with different chain architecture (linear, 
short-chain branched, ring) under steady shear in a wide range of flow strength. Here the intrinsic 
molecular characteristics of the slip phenomena of polymer melts is introduced. Our results identify 
three distinctive characteristic regimes with regard to the degree of slip (ds), and reveal the underlying 
molecular mechanisms for each regime. Also we mainly focus on comparison between each melts 




4.1.1 Interfacial slip 
The no-slip boundary condition (which is zero velocity on static wall) had been considered in 
conventional fluid mechanics, but most realistic systems do not follow this condition, as reported in 
previous studies. Although the occurrence of slip phenomena is well-accepted, slip is a on complicated 
function of chain length, chain architecture, wall structure, wettability, etc., thus it has been required to 
investigate for several decades.    
When the fluid has nonzero velocity Vs on a static wall, the slip length Ls can be estimated by 
extrapolation of velocity profile near the bottom wall, as depicted in Figure 4.1.1. The nonzero finite 
velocity is called the slip velocity. The slip velocity Vs and slip length Ls have the following relation 
according to the Navier model. 
s s real
V L =                                  (4.1.1) 
where 
real is the real shear rate, as computed from the actual velocity profile.  
 
 
Figure 4.1.1 Schematic drawing of a steady-state velocity profile under simple shear flow with the upper wall 






4.1.2 Linear polymer melts 
The atomistic NVT NEMD simulations of the linear PE melts33 under shear flow were executed 
with the p-SLLOD algorithm,6,7 implemented with the Nosé-Hoover thermostat8,9 using the r-
RESPA10 in a wide range of shear rates  , corresponding to Weissenberg numbers 
0.17 460Wi     with =2.09 ns for the C30H62, 0.68 5600Wi     with 
=26.69 ns for the C178H358 system, and 220 44000Wi     with =525 ns for C400H802 
system. The NEMD simulations were performed at constant temperature of T = 350 K and density 
of ρ = 0.795 g/cm3 for C30H62, T = 450 K and ρ = 0.789 g/cm3 for C178H358, and T = 450 K and ρ = 




In this work, we have identified three distinctive characteristic regimes in terms of the degree of 
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−  where H is the length of the simulation box in the 
velocity gradient (y-)direction. ideal V H =  represents the ideal (nominal) shear rate assuming 
no-slip boundary condition and ( )rea sl V HV = −  denotes the real shear rate resulting from slip. 
ds together with the streaming velocity was directly evaluated by using a 5th-order polynomial fit in 
every MD step throughout the whole confined system and by averaging over a sufficiently long 
system trajectory (see ref 33 and the Supporting Information therein for additional details). And each 
characteristic regime is represented by vertical line for each melts system. In the first (weak flow) 
regime, interfacial polymer chains undergo the z-to-x rotation in the vorticity plane because of the 
imposed shear flow (x-direction). This effectively diminishes the wall friction against chain 
movement along the flow direction, giving rise to an increase of ds. In the second (intermediate flow) 
regime, the flow strength becomes comparable to the wall friction, thus resulting in the repetitive 
chain detachment-attachment (out-of-plane wagging). This leads to a plateau value of ds for 
unentangled melts. For entangled melts, however, ds rather decreases due to a disentanglement 
mechanism between interfacial and bulk chains, by more aligned bulk chains with increasing flow 
strength. As the strong flow regime, ds increases again for all systems. This regime is mainly 
governed by chaotic (irregular) chain rotation and tumbling mechanisms via strong molecular 
collisions between interfacial chains and the wall. In accordance with these molecular dynamics, the 
interfacial residence time is found to significantly decrease in the third regime while it is nearly 
invariable in the first and second regimes. Thus, interfacial chains are observed to intermix intensely 
with bulk chains. From a molecular point of view, the second and the third regimes are thus 
characterized as dynamically stable and unstable (chaotic) flow ranges in interfacial molecular 




Figure 4.1.2 Three regimes of degree of slip. (Left) Variation of the degree of slip (ds) with shear rate for the 
simulated C30H62, C178H358, and C400H802 polyethylene melts with the polymer-wall LJ interaction energy 
parameter ɛwf =4.47  (/kB=47 K). The three characteristic regimes are separately represented by vertical lines for 
each melt. (Right) Schematic description of the main molecular mechanisms and dynamics directly related with 
the interfacial slip for each of the three regimes.   
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4.1.3 Short-chain branched polymer melts 
To adequately demonstrate a detailed analysis on the effect of short-chain branches on the structure 
and dynamics of interfacial chains in comparison with the corresponding linear polymer, two different 
monodisperse PE melts were employed in this study34: C128H258 linear PE and C178H358 SCB PE systems, 
where each SCB molecule contains 128 carbon atoms in the backbone (the same as the linear polymer) 
and 10 short branches (uniformly distributed along the backbone) with each containing 5 carbon atoms. 
Canonical NEMD simulations were carried out at constant temperature T = 450 K with density  = 
0.7684 g/cm3 for the linear, and  = 0.7745 g/cm3 for the SCB systems (corresponding to the pressure 
P = 1atm for both systems), by using the p-SLLOD algorithm6,7 implemented by a Nosé-Hoover 
thermostat8,9 and the standard Lees-Edwards sliding-brick boundary conditions13 in wide range of flow 
strengths, corresponding to Weissenberg numbers Wi: 1.76 4410Wi     with τ = 20.7 ± 4.5 ns 
for the linear PE and 6.04 7550Wi     with τ = 35.5 ± 7.2 ns for the SCB PE melts. The set of 
evolution equations was numerically integrated via the r-RESPA10 with two different MD time steps: 
0.48 fs for the three bonded (bond-stretching, bond-bending, and bond-torsional) interactions and 2.39 
fs for the nonbonded inter- and intramolecular LJ interactions, using the well-known TraPPE12 united 
atom model. The surface energy of the walls for all the PE systems was set as the LJ energy parameter 






Figure 4.1.3. (Top) Variation in the degree of slip (ds) as a function of Wi for the simulated linear and SCB 
polyethylene melts. The vertical lines separate the respective characteristic flow regimes with respect to ds for 
each system. The error bars are smaller than the size of the symbols unless otherwise specified. Right panel 
represents sketch of the representative orientations of short-chain branches near the solid surface. ξw denotes the 
(average) friction coefficient of polymer segments exerted by the wall. (Bottom) Schematic description of the 
characteristic molecular structure and dynamic mechanisms of interfacial chains for the linear and SCB polymers 
in each flow regime.  
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First, the degree of slip (ds) with applied flow strength is plotted in right top panel in Fig. 4.1.3. In 
contrast to the three distinctive characteristic regimes in the degree of slip observed by the linear 
polymer [increasing, decreasing, and increasing tendencies in the weak, intermediate, and strong flow 
regimes, respectively (see Fig. 4.1.2)], the SCB polymer exhibits an almost constant value of ds in the 
weak-to-intermediate flow regimes, then rapid increasing behavior of ds with Wi. As mentioned, the 
increasing tendency of ds in the weak flow regime for the linear polymer is ascribed to the z-to-x in-
plane chain rotation, enhancing the slip via reduction of the interfacial friction against the wall in the 
flow direction. Such a characteristic is, however, not distinct in the case of the SCB polymer. This 
seemingly is related with the fact that the overall dynamic friction of interfacial SCB polymer is 
dominated by the attached short branches, as well as the chain backbone. The short branches tend, on 
average, to be oriented more perpendicular to than parallel to the backbone, referred to right top panel 
in Fig. 4.1.3. Therefore, via the z-to-x rotational mechanism, whereas the polymer-wall friction 
contributed by the chain backbone is reduced, that contributed by the short branches is increased; these 
two contrasting factors effectively cancel each other out to result in almost constant ds in the weak flow 
regime for the SCB polymer. This is clearly identified in Fig. 4.1.4, where it shows the xx-component 
of the gyration tensor Ginf for the interfacial chains as a function of Wi number. The linear polymer 
exhibits a gradual increase in 
inf
xxG  with shear rate in the weak flow regime via the z-to-x rotational 
mechanism, whereas the SCB polymer displays continuously increasing 
inf
xxG  throughout the weak-to-
intermediate flow regimes. This can be understood by considering that interfacial SCB chains become 
oriented in the x-direction but with a rather compact (less deformed) with increasing flow strength in 
the weak-to-intermediate flow regimes, thus leading to a slower increase in ds in the weak-to-





Figure 4.1.4. Plots of the xx-component of the gyration tensor Ginf (normalized by the fully-stretched backbone 
length) for the interfacial chains only (chains whose center-of-mass is located within 2.5  from the wall surface) 
for the simulated linear and SCB PE melts. The vertical lines separate the respective characteristic flow regimes 
with respect to ds for each system. The error bars are smaller than the size of the symbols unless otherwise specified. 
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Dynamics of the highly mobile short branches are considered to be essentially unaffected by the flow 
field, as their characteristic time scale is generally much shorter than that of the practically applied flow 
field. For instance, based on the Rouse theory for unentangled polymer melts, the characteristic 
relaxation time  of the melt system consisting of C5H12 (~5 CH2 units) short branches whose one chain 
end is fixed (i.e., each branch is tethered on a relatively long backbone in this study) can be 
approximately equal to that of the C10H22 (~10 CH2 units) PE melt at the corresponding state point. 
Thus for the short branch is very small compared to the longest relaxation time for the SCB PE melts 
and the applied flow time scales. The random movements of the short branches constantly disturb the 
stable chain conformation, causing the overall chain structure to be more compact at equilibrium and 
less vulnerable to deformation (i.e., less oriented and stretched) in response to the imposed flow. This 
gives rise to an overall lesser degree of intermolecular entanglement between chains at equilibrium and 
a less variation in the degree of entanglement with flow strength. Thus, in the intermediate flow regime 
the SCB polymer, compared to the linear polymer, exhibits relatively weaker (smaller magnitude of 
wagging motion) out-of-plane wagging interfacial chain dynamics, in conjunction with a less deformed 
structure against the flow field (Fig. 4.1.4). Diminished out-of-plane wagging motion for the SCB 
polymer can be identified in Fig. 4.1.5, where These structural and dynamical features of the SCB 
polymer underlie a very small variation of ds even in the intermediate flow regime (see middle picture 
of bottom panel in Fig. 4.1.3). Consequently, the dual effects of short branches lead to the apparent 





Figure 4.1.5. Average y-position (divided by the channel height H) for the center-of-mass of the non-adsorbed 
parts (ynadv) of the interfacial chains as a function of time for the linear and SCB PE melts at an intermediate flow 
strength.   
t (ns)













































With a further increase of flow strength (strong flow regime), both the linear and SCB polymers 
exhibit a significant increase in ds with increasing shear rate. This behavior is associated with irregular 
chain rotation and tumbling dynamics33 via intensive dynamical collisions of interfacial chains against 
the wall. However, in comparison to the linear polymer, the SCB polymer exhibits a steeper increase in 
ds. This is attributed to an enhancement effect on the chain detachment from the wall via the highly 
mobile random motions of short branches along the backbone. Most importantly, we have identified a 
very distinctive molecular dynamic mechanism exposed by the SCB polymers in the strong flow regime. 
Figure 4.1.6 presents the characteristic molecular mechanism of interfacial chains for the linear and 
SCB polymers at high flow strengths in conjunction with the mesoscopic structural analysis via the 
Brightness method,36,37 which categorizes the mesoscale chain structures into several representative 
configuration classes (i.e., Coil, Fold, Kink, Dumbbell, Half-dumbbells, and Stretched) based on the 
monomer distribution along the chain, focusing on the overall chain configuration or shape without 
regard to the actual chain size. The linear polymer exhibits well-defined hairpin-like tumbling behavior 
(respecting the geometrical constraint imposed by the wall) featured by the conformational transition 
of Stretched→Fold→Stretched. In sharp contrast, the SCB polymer exhibits not only the hairpin-like 
tumbling behavior, but also two distinct rolling dynamics beginning with either a compact head or tail 
part (i.e., head-roll and tail-roll tumbling mechanisms). Both of these are featured by the major 
conformational transition of Stretched→Half-dumbbell→Coil→Half-dumbbell→Stretched during a 
tumbling cycle (instantaneous snapshots representing the distinct tumbling mechanisms of the linear 
and SCB polymers are presented in bottom panel in Fig. 4.1.6). The frequent occurrence of the Half-
dumbbell conformation in the SCB polymer is ascribed to the random motions of the short branches in 
addition to the free motions of the chain ends. The SCB polymer with the Half-dumbbell conformation 




Figure 4.1.6. (Top) Schematic illustration of the characteristic molecular mechanism of the interfacial chains at 
high flow fields and the probability distribution function (PDF) of the representative mesoscopic chain 
conformations [Stretched (S), Fold (F), Half-dumbbell (HD), Coil (C)] obtained by the Brightness analysis during 
a tumbling cycle for the linear and SCB PE systems. (Bottom) Snapshots of a selected interfacial chain, describing 
































































4.1.4 Ring (cyclic) polymer melts 
Ring polymer, characterized as a linear polymer albeit with an internally closed-loop molecular 
geometry (obviating the chain ends), has attracted special attention in the field of polymer 
rheology.1,38-47 The intrinsic geometrical constraint of ring topology induces various distinctive 
structural and rheological features for ring systems, compared with the linear analogues.38-46 Based 
on these intriguing physical aspects of ring polymers, a detailed NEMD study of the interfacial 
structural and rheological properties of confined ring melts under shear has conducted. Particular 
focus was placed on the analysis of the fundamental molecular characteristics underlying the 
distinctive structural and dynamical behaviors of ring polymer melts in response to the applied flow 
strength. 
Two sets of PE melts, C128 and C400 monodispersed (unconcatenated and unknotted) ring and 
linear PE melts, were employed.48 The atomistic Canonical NEMD simulations were carried out at 
a constant temperature T = 450 K for all the systems with densities  = 0.7684 g/cm3 and 0.7294 
g/cm3 for the C128H258 and C400H802 linear PE systems, respectively, and  = 0.7700 g/cm3 and 0.7390 
g/cm3 for the C128H256 and C400H800 ring PE systems, respectively (corresponding to the pressure P 
= 1 atm for each system). The well-known TraPPE12 and SKS united atom model11 were adopted in 
the simulations. The lattice parameter of the simple cubic wall was set equal to 5.227Å , 
corresponding to the Lennard−Jones (LJ) size parameter σw = 1.33 σf (σf=CH2). The surface energy 
of the walls for all the PE systems was set as the LJ energy parameter ɛw/kB = 939K,34 which is 
comparable to that of a mica surface (~200−400mJ/m2). The interfacial chains for each confined 
system in this study are defined as the chains whose center-of-mass is located within 2.5  from the 
wall surface. The NEMD simulations for shear flow were executed with the p-SLLOD algorithm6,7 
implemented by a Nosé−Hoover thermostat8,9 and the standard Lees−Edwards sliding-brick 
boundary conditions.13 The set of evolution equations was numerically integrated using an efficient 
r-RESPA10 with two different MD time steps: 0.48 fs for the three bonded (bond-stretching, bond-
bending, and bond-torsional) interactions and 2.39 fs for the nonbonded inter- and intramolecular 
LJ interactions, the thermostat, and the flow field. A wide range of flow strengths spanning from 
linear to highly nonlinear viscoelastic regimes was applied in each system, corresponding to Wi such 
that 1.76 4410Wi   with τ = 20.7 ± 4.5 ns for the C128 linear, 45 117800Wi   with τ = 525 
± 12 ns for the C400 linear, 1.09 544Wi     with τ = 2.55 ± 0.4 ns for the C128 ring, and 





Figure 4.1.7. Degree of slip and the associated characteristic molecular mechanisms. (Left) Variation of degree 
of slip (ds) as a function of Wi number for the simulated C128 ring and linear polyethylene (PE) melts. The vertical 
lines separate the three (weak, intermediate, and strong) representative flow regimes with respect to ds for each 
system. The error bars are smaller than the size of the symbols unless otherwise specified. (Right) Schematic 
description of the characteristic molecular mechanism(s) of interfacial ring chains for each flow regime. Here the 
loop is a chain section comprised of the atoms located over one atomic layer from the wall surface.  
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Left panel in Fig. 4.1.7 shows the variation of the degree of slip (ds) for the C128H256 linear and 
ring polyethylene melts as a function of Wi. Both systems exhibit three distinctive characteristic 
regimes (increasing, decreasing, and increasing behaviors in the low, intermediate, and high flow 
regimes, respectively) with respect to the degree of slip. In the weak flow regime, ds increases for 
both systems with increasing Wi number. This behavior is directly associated with the (in-plane) z-
to-x chain rotation from the neutral (z-)direction to the flow (x-)direction with increasing flow 
strength, which effectively decreases the dynamic friction of polymer chains against the wall in the 
flow direction and thus enhances the interfacial slip (also found in previous studies33,34). However, 
not only the magnitude of ds but also its increasing tendency appears to be smaller for the ring 
polymer compared to the linear analogue, indicating a larger polymer-wall friction and a smaller 
degree of frictional reduction via the z-to-x rotation mechanism for the ring system than for the linear 
system. This phenomenon can be elucidated that the ring polymer, due to its intrinsic closed-loop 
topology, has a smaller chain extension in the flow (x-)direction under shear in comparison with the 
corresponding linear polymer (right panel in Figure 4.1.7; see also Figure 4.1.8 below). Accordingly, 
the relatively larger chain dimension in the neutral (z-)direction at the interface gives rise to a larger 
wall friction. Furthermore, the structural compactness (in association with the built-in ring topology) 
against the applied flow would result in a lesser degree of chain stretch and alignment to the flow 
direction and thus a smaller frictional reduction for the ring system via the z-to-x rotation in the weak 





Figure 4.1.8. Plots of the ratio between the xx and zz components of interfacial gyration tensor Ginf (whose 
calculation involves only the chains that have their center-of-mass below 2.5  from the wall) for the simulated 
C128 ring and linear polyethylene (PE) melts. The superscript ‘inf’ in Ginf indicates ‘interfacial’. The vertical lines 






In the intermediate flow regime, the degree of slip is seen to decrease with increasing flow field 
for both ring and linear PE melts; however, ds still appears smaller for the ring than the linear system. 
As found in previous works,33,34 the behavior of ds for the linear polymer in this regime is associated 
with two fundamental molecular mechanisms: (i) the out-of-plane chain wagging dynamics, and (ii) 
the disentanglement mechanism between the interfacial chains and nearby surrounding bulk chains. 
Although such wagging dynamics is also observed for the ring polymer, it occurs at any places 
within a loop (i.e., a chain section consisting of the atoms located over one atomic layer from the 
wall surface) along the ring chain (middle picture of right panel in Figure 4.1.7) in contrast to the 
linear polymer where the wagging occurs predominantly at the outer chain sections near the chain 
ends; it is thus called the loop wagging mechanism for ring polymer. More interestingly, the ring 
systems exhibit an additional dynamical mechanism (called the loop migration) where the loop(s) 
can propagate along the chain (middle picture of right panel in Figure 4.1.7; see also Figure 4.1.9). 
This mechanism results in a movement of the chain center-of-mass in the flow direction, thus making 
a contribution to the polymer slip at the wall. It can be seen that the loops exhibit a repetitive motion 
between detachment from the wall and attachment to the wall as a result of combined effects of the 
external flow field (inducing loop detachment) and the favorable (attractive) polymer-wall 
interaction (inducing loop attachment) in the course of loop wagging as depicted in Fig. 4.1.9. By 
contrast, in the case of the loop migration mechanism (right panel in Fig. 4.1.9), the loops move (i.e., 
the perturbed parts propagate) along the chain toward the flow direction. It can be expected that as 
the external flow field promotes the loop propagation (as well as the loop creation) by overcoming 
the attractive polymer−wall interaction, the loop migration dynamics would become more dominant 
over the loop wagging dynamics with increasing flow strength. Result of the probability distribution 
function (PDF) for these two loop mechanisms (directly calculated by tracking down the individual 
loop motion) confirms this behavior (top panel in Figure 4.1.10). It is evident that as the shear rate 
increases in the intermediate flow regime, the PDF of loop migration gradually increases whereas 
that of loop wagging decreases significantly. It is further seen that the loop migration velocity along 
the chain is approximately proportional to the applied flow strength in this regime (bottom panel in 
Figure 4.1.10). Although it seems to be naively expected, the linear proportionality between the loop 
migration velocity and the applied flow indicates that the structural and dynamical characteristics of 
loops do not vary much with the flow strength in the intermediate flow regime, beyond which under 
strong flow fields, however, the loop structure and dynamics significantly change and fluctuate 
irregularly with time, depending on the flow strength. Therefore, this phenomenon, together with 
relatively less topological (entanglement) interactions between ring chains than linear chains, 
consequently leads to a lesser degree of the decreasing tendency of slip for the ring polymer in 




Figure 4.1.9. Snapshots of a selected interfacial chain for describing the characteristic molecular mechanisms 
(loop wagging and loop migration) for the C400 ring system in the intermediate flow regime. 
 
 
Figure 4.1.10. Probability distribution function (PDF) of the loop wagging and loop migration mechanisms 




lm lm CH CHV V m=  along the chain (bottom panel) for the C400 ring PE melt in the intermediate flow 
regime. Here the PDF represents the number of interfacial chains exhibiting either the loop wagging or migration 
dynamics as normalized by the total number of interfacial chains. We also note that some interfacial chains do not 
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In the strong flow regime, ds exhibits a rapid increase with increasing flow strength for both ring 
and linear systems. The characteristic molecular mechanism behind this phenomenon is the highly 
nonlinear, irregular (chaotic) chain rotation and tumbling dynamics via strong dynamical collisions 
of interfacial chains with the wall.30,31 Once the outer part is sufficiently perturbed and detached 
from the wall, the flow strongly promotes further detachment of the part from the wall and its 
movement in the flow direction simultaneously with dragging the remaining parts of chain, leading 
to a typical hairpin-like chain tumbling behavior.44 While such mechanism appears in both systems, 
the ring polymer exhibits distinctive molecular characteristics compared to those of the linear 
polymer. First, ring polymer exhibits a loop-induced tumbling dynamics along the chain, whereas 
tumbling occurs exclusively with chain ends for linear polymer. Secondly, two different types of 
loop tumbling (parallel and vertical; see Figure 4.1.11) appear for the ring polymer, depending on 
the orientation of the loop-section plane with respect to the z-x interfacial (or vorticity) plane. 
Whereas the loop plane aligns in parallel to the x-z (vorticity) plane in the case of parallel loop 
tumbling, it aligns in parallel to the x-y (shear) plane for the vertical loop tumbling. Therefore, the 
parallel loop-tumbling would generally experience a structurally higher polymer-wall interaction 
(and the concomitant dynamic friction) in comparison with the vertical one. As such, their relative 
probability is supposed to be dependent on the applied flow strength. Figure 4.1.12 presents the 
probability distribution with respect to the angle (θloop) of the loop-section plane with respect to the 
x-z plane (i.e., θloop is equal to 0 for the perfectly parallel loop and 90 for the perfectly vertical 
loop). It is seen that the parallel loop tumbling becomes increasingly favorable over the vertical one 
as the flow strength increases (Figure 4.1.12). This is because under strong flow fields even the short 
local chain sections tend to be more aligned in the flow direction with increasing shear rate. We 
mention in the passing that complex tumbling behaviors can be observed with frequent θloop changes 





Figure 4.1.11. Snapshots of a selected interfacial chain for describing the representative molecular 
mechanisms (parallel and vertical loop tumbling) exhibited by interfacial chains for the C400 ring system under 
strong flow fields, depending on the angle of the loop-section plane relative to the x-z interfacial plane (i.e., 
the loop plane aligns in parallel to the x-z (vorticity) and the x-y (shear) planes for the parallel and vertical loop 
tumbling, respectively). The red circles indicate the loop sections involved in tumbling dynamics. 
 
 
Figure 4.1.12. Probability distribution of the angle (θloop) of the loop-section plane with respect to the x-z plane.  
x
y
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Additional distinctive molecular feature, which is the mutual penetrations between interfacial 
chains, has been further identified for ring melts under high flow fields. Since the mutual threading 
or entanglement between chains is likely to change the effective molecular weight of the moving 
chain, the interfacial chain dynamics and slip behaviors can be significantly affected by this 
phenomenon. Figure 4.1.13 (top panel) presents the average number Npenet of the penetrating 
interfacial chains per interfacial chain as a function of flow strength. Interestingly, Npenet of interfacial 
chains gradually decreases with increasing Wi in the intermediate regime, but exhibits a rather steep 
increase for further increasing Wi in the strong flow regime. Therefore, an interfacial chain is likely 
to frequently move together with other nearby interfacial chains especially in the strong flow regime, 
implicating that the effective molecular weight of interfacial chain is increased and becomes larger 
at higher flow strengths. This dynamical feature appears to become more significant as the chain 
length increases, because the effective surface area available for penetration by other chains 
increases for a longer interfacial ring chain. We also measured how long, on average, such mutual 
penetration remains (tpenet). As shown in Figure 4.1.13 (top panel), tpenet as well as Npenet increases 
significantly with increasing flow strength in the strong flow regime (i.e., amounting to ~10−20% 
of the total interfacial residence time). In conclusion, since the mutual coupling between interfacial 
chains may alter the effective molecular weight of a moving interfacial chain thereby affecting 
various interfacial properties such as slip, in-plane and out-of-plane diffusion of interfacial chains, 
and heat dissipation at the interface, we propose that the dynamical coupling between interfacial 
chains at high flow fields should be considered an important rheological characteristic in analyzing 
confined ring polymer systems. Figure 4.1.13 (bottom panel) presents representative atomistic 
snapshots that illustrate such mutual coupling behaviors between interfacial chains occurring in 
tumbling dynamics at high flow strength (i.e., Wi=456). In this example, while a ring molecule 
executes a typical rotational motion at the interface, the chain tumbling is considered to be less 






Figure 4.1.13. Mutual penetration behaviors between interfacial ring chains under strong flow fields. (Top) 
Average number Npenet of penetrating interfacial chains per interfacial chain (top panel) and penetration time tpenet 
(bottom panel), as a function of shear rate for the C400 ring melt. Here tpenet (the average time-length for which the 
mutual penetration remains) was normalized by the total interfacial residence time [the average time-length for 
which an interfacial chain resides inside the interfacial region (within 2.5  from the wall surface)]. To compute 
Npenet and tpenet, we first analyzed the adsorbed area of individual interfacial chains on the wall. We then directly 
measured how many other interfacial chains are penetrated within the area. Since the mutual penetration between 
interfacial chains requires a closed space for a reference chain to trap other chains, it is a unique phenomenon for 
ring polymers bearing the intrinsic characteristic of a closed-loop conformation. Furthermore, this feature become 
larger with increasing chain length, because the closed surface area increases for longer ring chains; e.g., Npenet 
and tpenet for the C128 ring PE melt (not shown here) are found to be much smaller than those for the C400 ring PE 
melt. (Bottom) Snapshots of two selected interfacial chains for describing how the mutual penetration behavior 
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4.2 Polymer melts undergoing start-up shear flow 
 
Stress overshoot, exhibited by polymeric liquids undergoing start-up shear above a certain critical 
flow strength, is a phenomenon that the shear stress (or viscosity ) of the system initially increases 
with time, then reaches a maximum value accompanied by a decrease, and eventually attains a steady-
state value. This overshoot peak is generally observed at strain values 
max 2 3  − , regardless of the 
polymer type and the applied shear rate (a similar behavior has been also found in the first normal stress 
coefficient 1 , but for a higher value of peak strain,   1
max max2 ).14-16 Flow birefringence has been 
widely well-known in the field of polymer rheology for properly describing stress behaviors for sheared 
polymeric liquid (known as stress-optical rule, SOR). According to the tube theory1,17-19 for entangled 
polymeric materials, the SOR is valid in the range of strain rates 
1 1
d R  
− −  , where d  and R  
are the terminal relaxation time and the Rouse time, respectively. This implies that, in such flow range, 
the stress overshoot would be effectively related to segmental orientation of entangled polymers, as also 
identified by experimental studies.18,20 In this study,21,22 we conducted direct NEMD simulations of an 
entangled polymer melt (C400H802 linear PE) under simple shear flow. Canonical NEMD simulations 
were carried out at constant temperature T = 450 K and density  = 0.7640 g/cm3, using the well-known 
p-SLLOD algorithm6,7 implemented by a Nosé-Hoover thermostat8,9 and the standard Lees-Edwards 
sliding-brick boundary conditions.13 The set of evolution equations was numerically integrated using r-
RESPA.10 The well-known SKS11 united-atom potential model was utilized in the simulations, with the 
exception that the rigid bond adopted in the original model was replaced by a flexible one described 
through a harmonic potential. For a thorough exploration of the structural and dynamical characteristics 
of stress overshoot, we applied a wide range of flow strengths, corresponding to Weissenberg numbers 
Wid and WiR (defined as the product of the characteristic relaxation time τ of the system and the imposed 
strain rate) satisfying 3.71 928d dWi      or 0.91 229R RWi     , with τd = 218 ± 10 ns
23 





4.2.1 Transient behaviors of properties 
Figure 4.2.1 shows the transient behaviors of stresses, birefringence and entanglement orientation 
tensors of entangled polymer melts undergoing start-up shear at sufficiently high flow field. 
Consistently with previous studies,24-26 it is observed that the overshoot occurs at strain values around 
2-3, with tendency of increasing the peak strain value and magnitude of the peak with increasing strain 
rate. Importantly, it also reveals the well-known stress-optical relationship between the shear stress and 
the corresponding birefringence. In addition to the birefringence, we analyzed the transient behavior of 
the order (or orientation) tensor S  of entanglement strands along the chains in association with the 
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where ir  denotes the end-to-end vector of the i
th entanglement strand and Nseg the total number of 
entanglement strands. For this purpose, we generated the entanglement network corresponding to the 
modeled system via the well-known Z1-code.27,28 In addition, we also calculated the order tensor based 
on the entanglement strands connecting the two centers of mass of neighboring subchains, formed by 
dividing a chain into six subchains based on the known experimental value for the number Ne of carbon 
atoms per entanglement strand (Ne = 68 for polyethylene29). Note that the transient behavior of the 
orientation tensor of entanglement strands appears very similar to that of the stress and the birefringence 
tensor. Thus the present results show the chain orientation, rather than the overall chain stretching, is 
the dominant molecular mechanism behind the macroscopic stress overshoot. We also notice that the 
overshoot peak is almost completely absent in the Sxx – Syy plot: this is mainly ascribed to the definition 
of the orientation tensor (eq. 4.2.1), based on the unit end-to-end vector of an entanglement strand, as 






Figure 4.2.1. Transient behavior of stress σ , birefringence n, and entanglement segment orientation S (eq. 4.1.1), 
as a function of strain for the simulated C400H802 polyethylene melt under start-up shear at four different flow 
strengths: Wid = 18.6 and WiR = 4.57 (dark yellow solid lines), Wid = 92.8 and WiR = 22.9 (dark green dashed lines), 
Wid = 371 and WiR = 91.4 (black dotted lines), and Wid = 928 and WiR = 229 (orange dashed-dotted lines). The 
lines and symbols in bottom panel represent the orientation tensor results calculated from the entanglement 
network obtained with the Z1-code27,28 and with the number of carbon atoms per entanglement strand (Ne) set to 
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We now directly compare the birefringence and the shear stress under start-up shear flow at four 
different shear rates, as shown in Figure 4.2.2. The linear relationship between the stress and 
birefringence tensors is fairly shown to be valid up to intermediate flow strengths (i.e., Wid = 91.4 and 
WiR = 22.9), showing consistent behaviors with previous study for the same C400H802 PE system under 
steady shear flow.23 Also, the stress-optical coefficient C calculated from the data in Figure 4.2.2 (using 
n C  =   for the linear part of the nxy vs. xy  plot) is 1.13 ± 0.52 × 10
-9 Pa-1, showing a good 
agreement with previously obtained value under steady shear. 23 Following a further increase in the flow 
strength [i.e., Wid = 371 (WiR = 229) and Wid = 928 (WiR = 229)], not only the plot exhibits a nonlinear 
trend, also the values of nxy at a given xy  also appear to be different from the corresponding ones at 
lower flow strengths. 
Additionally, we compare the transient behavior of 
xy , nxy, Sxy, , ,
ee
xy ee x ee yS u u=  (where uee is 
the unit chain end-to-end vector), and primitive path Lpp as a function of strain in Figure 4.2.2. At 
relatively low strain rates (Wid = 18.6 and WiR = 4.57), the xy , nxy, and Sxy curves appear to overlap, 
which is considered to linear relationships between these properties. Furthermore, the plot of the 
orientation tensor
ee
xyS [representing the largest length scale of chain structure (i.e., the chain end-to-end 
vector)], quantitatively matches the stress and birefringence curves. In contrast, Lpp does not describe 
the transient overshoot behavior exhibited by the other properties. At stronger flow fields [i.e., Wid = 
92.8 (WiR = 22.9) and Wid = 371 (WiR = 91.4)], the nxy values for a given xy   appear to be 
systematically underestimated as compared to the corresponding values at lower flow strengths, 
corresponding to the breakdown of the SOR. However, it is important to notice that the overall evolution 
(i.e., uphill, maximum, and downhill) of the birefringence as a function of strain coincides exactly with 
that of the stress. On the other hand, 
ee
xyS  displays a trend of overestimation relative to that of the stress, 
indicating that the orientation tensor based on the largest structural length scales is less capable of 
representing the stress response. Interestingly, the Sxy curve calculated from the entanglement strands 
turn out to match the 
xy  one even at rather high flow strengths. This result would support the use of 
the entanglement strand as a fundamental length unit in modeling entangled polymeric systems. In sharp 
contrast with this finding, however, the figure also shows that the plot of Lpp does not properly reflect 
the stress response. At very high flow fields (i.e., Wid = 928 and WiR = 229), some quantitative 
differences emerge between the Sxy and xy   curves; however, the Sxy data still provide the best 






Figure 4.2.2 (Top) Plot of birefringence nxy versus shear stress xy  at four different flow strengths: Wid = 18.6 
and WiR = 4.57 (dark yellow circles), Wid = 92.8 and WiR = 22.9 (dark green diamonds), Wid = 371 and WiR = 91.4 
(black triangles), and Wid = 928 and WiR = 229 (orange squares). (Bottom) Plots of xy  (red solid lines), nxy 
(dark yellow long-dashed lines), Sxy (eq. 4.2.1, black short-dashed lines), and , ,
ee
xy ee x ee yS u u=  (dark brown 
dotted lines, where uee is the unit chain end-to-end vector), as a function of strain for the simulated C400 PE melt 
under start-up shear at four different flow strengths; each property is normalized by its steady-state value. For 















































































































4.2.2 Molecular mechanisms behind the overshoot 
  We now consider a collective chain orientation to a certain angle with respect to the flow direction 
that develops during start-up shear, which generates an anisotropic environment for the rotational 
dynamics of the individual chains. Top panel in Fig. 4.2.3 presents the angular probability distribution 
function P() for the chain orientation angle  with respect to the flow direction as a function of strain. 
And we also calculated the stress contributed solely by the intermolecular Lennard-Jones (LJ) 
interaction between chains as a function of strain (middle and bottom panel in Fig. 4.2.3). While the 
transient behavior of the intermolecular LJ shear stress 
inter
xy  and normal stress difference 
inter
1N  
appears to be qualitatively consistent with that of P(), the exact distributions of 
inter
xy  and 
inter
1N  
with respect to  and  are somewhat different from each other. It is particularly important to notice in 
the result that 
inter
xy  exhibits a maximum for   20 at the peak strain m 2.5 =  for shear stress. A 
polymer molecule will experience a large frictional drag (via intermolecular interactions with 
surrounding chains) for execution of overall rotation, if it is surrounded by neighboring chains that are 
collectively oriented at a certain angle. Thus, the degree of intermolecular collisions between chains is 
strongest in the vicinity of  = 20; this implies the existence of “collisional” angular regimes near this 
critical angle in the transient polymer rotational dynamics (Fig. 4.2.4). This microscopic characteristic 
is considered to eventually lead to the shear stress overshoot at the corresponding peak strain (a detailed 
analysis will be presented later). By comparison, the first normal stress difference 
inter
1N  contributed 
by the intermolecular LJ interaction exhibits a maximum peak around  = 10 at 5 =  





Figure 4.2.3. (Top) Angular probability distribution function P(θ) for the chain orientation angle θ. Here, θ was 
computed based on the chain center-to-center vector (connecting two centers of mass of the bisected chain), which 
was shown to more precisely describe the rotational dynamics of individual chains in comparison with the chain 
end-to-end vector. (Bottom) Distribution of shear stress 
inter
xy  and the first normal stress difference 
inter
1N  
contributed solely by the intermolecular LJ interactions between chains with respect to θ as a function of strain. 
 
 
Figure 4.2.4. Schematic illustration of the overall characteristic molecular mechanisms of polymer chains 










































































Based on this orientational inhomogeneity of the shear and normal stress of the system before 
reaching a steady-state under start-up shear, we carried out a detailed analysis of the structural and 
rheological properties for each specific angular region (a total of nine Sections between =0 and 180, 
each spanning 20). Note that the transient behavior of the shear stress is mainly governed by the 
intermolecular LJ interaction (i.e., inter
xy ) at the Sec 2 angular region (20    40) for all Wi numbers 
studied here (Fig. 4.2.5); i.e., the 
xy  overshoot is consistent with that of 
inter
xy  . Thus, it can be 
thought that the transient nonlinear behaviors of shear stress for polymeric systems under shear are 
essentially associated with the chains belonging to the angular region of Sec 2, irrespective of the 
imposed flow strength. Further analysis reveals that the polymer chains of Sec 2 begin to enter the 
angular region of Sec 1 (0    20) at approximately  = 20 (collisional angular regime) where a 
relatively large number of chains are collectively oriented (top panel in Fig. 4.2.3). Therefore, the 
polymer chains belonging to Sec 2 undergoe strong intermolecular collisions with the chains in the 
collision regime, which finally induces the shear stress overshoot at the corresponding strain. In order 
to understand this collisional angular regime, we computed the angular velocity of the chain rotation 
directly, by tracking the individual chain motion before stress overshoot. The average angular velocities 
for the clockwise and counterclockwise chain rotations appear to be almost identical in the vicinity of 
 = 20 (Fig. 4.2.6). That is, when approaching  = 20, the degree of flow-induced convective chain 
rotation becomes so low as to be comparable to that of the thermally-induced diffusive chain 
rotation.30,31 In short, during start-up shear flow, many chains initially rotate towards Sec 2. Then, when 
they reach an angular regime close to  = 20, their rotational advection due to the vorticity field of 
flow becomes almost sluggish, and chains begin to accumulate in the angular regime, eventually 





Figure 4.2.5. The number Nsec of chains belonging to each angular section (normalized by the total number N of 
chains) and the corresponding intermolecular LJ shear stress 
inter
xy  as a function of strain (Sec 1 is specified as 




Figure 4.2.6. Vector field of the average angular velocity for clockwise (+ , black arrows) and counterclockwise 
(− , red arrows) chain rotation at each orientation angle before stress overshoot.   




























































































After passing through the collision regime (i.e.,   > m  ), the degree of intermolecular collision 
between chains (and thus the intermolecular LJ shear stress) decreases rapidly, and the chains begin to 
stretch with a rather sluggish rotational motion. This chain stretching results in growth of the normal 
stress difference, eventually leading to an overshoot behavior of 1N  (Fig. 4.2.7). At higher strains, the 
chains can move out of Sec 1 and enter Sec 9 primarily via random Brownian fluctuations,30-32 thus a 
tumbling process is initiated. As shown in Fig. 4.2.7, the plot of 
2
eteR  as a function of strain displays 
a large variation, which is approximately equivalent to that for the maximum of 
inter
1N   at the 
corresponding strain. It is therefore asserted that the normal stress overshoot is closely connected with 
the global chain stretch in addition to the chain orientation. We additionally state that the first normal 
stress difference exhibits an overshoot at a strain value where 
2
eteR  crosses its steady-state value 
during the initial growth stage. Although seemingly fortuitous, this result can support physical aspect 





Figure 4.2.7. The first normal stress difference 
inter
1N of intermolecular LJ interaction and the mean-square chain 
end-to-end distance 
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In this work, we investigated the intrinsic rheological characteristics underlying the stress overshoot 
for entangled polymer systems under start-up shear flow through a molecular-level analysis of transient 
chain dynamics using atomistic NEMD simulations. It is found that detailed knowledge of the temporal 
evolution of the chain orientational anisotropy is the key to understanding the fundamental physics 
behind the stress overshoot phenomena. That is, as applied the imposed flow field, the polymer chains 
undergo the highest degree of intermolecular collision between polymer chains in the collisional angular 
regime in the vicinity of =15−25 (corresponding to m 2 4 = − ) where a large number of chains 
are concertedly oriented in association with the counterbalance between the flow-induced and the 
thermally-induced (diffusive) chain rotations. Accordingly, the overall transient (increasing to a 
maximum and then decreasing) behavior of shear stress can be adequately described by the temporal 





4.3 Stress relaxation upon cessation of steady shear flow 
 
Stress relaxation behaviors have been widely utilized in the field of polymer rheology for 
characterization of material properties and for theoretical development of general constitutive models. 
However, detailed molecular processes underlying the stress relaxation of polymeric materials remain 
unknown. Thus, in this study, a thorough analysis of the relaxation behaviors was carried out via direct 
atomistic NEMD simulations of C400H802 entangled linear PE melts for a wide range of flow strengths, 
corresponding to the Weissenberg number Wi: 18.6 928dWi      with τd = 218 ± 10 ns for the 
C400 PE melt at constant temperature T = 450 K and density  = 0.7640 g/cm3 (corresponding to the 
pressure P = 1 atm of the simulated system).23 The corresponding Rouse time of the system was 
estimated as τR = 53.7 ± 10 ns.21 The NEMD simulations were executed with the well-known p-SLLOD 
algorithm6,7 and SKS united-atom potential model,11 implemented by a Nosé–Hoover thermostat8,9 and 
the standard Lees–Edwards sliding-brick boundary conditions13 using the r-RESPA.10 This study aims 
to elucidate the basic molecular characteristics behind the stress relaxation phenomena of entangled 
linear polymer melts upon cessation of steady shear flow. Here, two separate relaxation mechanisms 
were identified: fast structural relaxation via the entropic chain retraction force and the induced 
orientational relaxation, and slow thermally-driven orientational relaxation. We directly confirmed 
these processes, and also demonstrated the physical origins for several well-known experimental 




4.3.1 Stress relaxation 
As imposed flow field is off, polymeric system begins to experience relaxational process to reach the 
equilibrium state. First, we plot transient behaviors of the stress tensors and chain structure with 
orientation in Figure 4.3.1. Left panel in Fig. 4.3.1 shows transient relaxation behaviors of shear stress 
(
xy ) and the first normal stress difference ( 1 xx yyN   − ) of the simulated C400 PE melt system as a 
function of time upon cessation of steady shear flow at three different Wi numbers. As generally revealed 
in reported experiments,1,49,50 both 
xy  and 1N  exhibit a faster relaxation with increasing Wi number, 
and 
xy  relaxes faster than 1N  at a given Wi number. The transient behaviors of xy  and 1N  are 
well-characterized by the birefringence tensor (also satisfying the well-known stress-optical rule)15,21 
and the order tensor of entanglement strands along the chain in association with the tube theory of 
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  where ir  
denotes the end-to-end vector of the ith entanglement strand, and Nseg is the total number of entanglement 
strands, based on the number Ne of carbon atoms per entanglement strand (Ne = 68 for polyethylene29). 
As shown in previous theoretical and experimental analyses,1,21,51 the stress tensor of polymeric systems 
can be successfully in line with the chain end-to-end vector R (or the entanglement strand vector). In 
right panel in Fig. 4.3.1, the transient behaviors of stress are directly compared with those of the average 
chain orientation angle   and chain end-to-end distance R . Note that each property is normalized 








  where 
eq




  are the 
equilibrium and steady-state values of a property A, respectively. Clearly, the stress relaxation does not 
exactly match the relaxations of either   or R  . Also, the   -relaxation appears to be slowest 
among them at all Wi numbers. Moreover, 
1N  is quite well described by the R -relaxation (except 
for a small deviation), supporting a common theoretical knowledge on the close relationship between 
1N  and R  that already reported by various experimental and numerical studies.
1,51-53 Importantly, 




Figure 4.3.1 (Left) Transient behaviors of stress and chain structure. Relaxation behaviors of shear stress xy  
(upper panel) and the first normal stress difference 
1( )xx yyN   −  (bottom panel) for three different Wi 
numbers. The empty and filled symbols represent the corresponding (xy or xx−yy) component of the birefringence 
tensor n   and the orientation tensor S   of entanglement strands, respectively. (Right) Comparison of the 
transient behaviors of stress with those of the chain end-to-end distance R  and orientation angle   (the angle 
between the flow (x-)direction and the director which is the eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue 
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Then, a fundamental question is raised here: how does the stress of polymer system imposed by an 
external flow field relax upon cessation of the flow? Undergoing shear flow, chains tend to show largely 
deformed structure (i.e., 
eq
R R ). As is well known, the stretched chain conformation would induce 
an entropically-driven chain retraction force, which effectively balances against the chain-stretching 
force imposed by the external flow at steady states. Thus, after switching off the flow, the retraction 
force relaxes the chains to recover the original equilibrium conformations, i.e., conformational (or 





 . Moreover, the structural relaxation concurrently induces the 




 ), leading to no preference for the flow direction by the steady-
state shear flow. Consequently, the structural and induced orientational relaxations together are 
considered to affect the overall relaxation. this induced orientational relaxation particularly facilitates 
the spatial decorrelation between the x- and y-directions of the chain orientation, leading to a further 
reduction for 
xy  in comparison with 1N . Meanwhile, in addition to the flow-associated structural 
and induced orientational relaxations, a thermally-driven orientational relaxation independent of the 
flow field would make the system attain the original spatial homogeneity and isotropicity of the 
equilibrium state (i.e., 
1 0xy N = = ). 
Based on this concept, we can readily understand why 
xy  and 1N  relax faster as the flow strength 
increases. With increasing flow field, chains tend to become more stretched and aligned in the flow 
direction. A higher chain stretch would give rise to the larger chain retraction force, thereby increasing 




), finally inducing a higher orientational relaxation as well. 
Thus, the structural and induced orientational relaxation rates would be accelerated as Wi increases, 








 from the NEMD 
simulations (Fig. 4.3.2). Moreover, in view of individual chain dynamics, a main contribution to the 








) would be dominated by the highly stretched chains 
with large values of R  (having a large chain retraction force). Because the number of chains for large 
R  generally increases with increasing applied shear, the contribution of the stretched chains to the 
overall structural and induced orientational relaxations would become larger with increasing Wi number, 
thereby facilitating the stress relaxation. This feature is clearly verified in Fig. 4.3.3. Additionally, note 
that a higher degree of chain alignment at a larger flow strength effectively decreases the translational 
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hydrodynamic friction of chain motion parallel to the aligned direction, promoting the structural and 















 (bottom panel), evaluated by using an 8th-order polynomial fit of 
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 (dashed lines) for each group of the steady-state 
chain end-to-end distance st st−R  relative to the equilibrium one eqR  as a function of time for (Left) 
Wi=92.8 and (Right) Wi=371. Here, GR 1 is specified as 2eq st st eq− R R R  and GR 2 as 
2 eq st st−R R . eqR = 89.52±14.14 Å  for the simulated C400H802 PE melt. Note that each property is 
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We then consider why the relaxation of 
xy  is generally faster than that of 1N  at a given shear 
rate. It is noted that
1N , by definition, becomes zero only when xx  is equal to yy  (similarly for the 
second normal stress difference 
2 yy zzN   −  ). Physically, this requires the homogeneity and 
isotropicity of the whole system with complete structural and orientational relaxations of all chains (i.e., 
2 2
eq
R R=  and 2 2 2
1
3
x y zu u u= = =  for the unit chain end-to-end vector u). However, the 
magnitude of 
xy  is likely to decrease due to the orientational decorrelation of chains. For instance, 
the degree of xy-correlation of chain orientation can be approximately estimated in terms of 
xy x y x yC u u u u −  . Figure 4.3.4 shows the value of xyC  as a function of time. Clearly, the 
degree of xy-correlation has become significantly weak at time (
Rt  ), even long before the system 
acquires the spatial homogeneity and isotropicity at time (
dt  ), i.e., 
2 2
x yu u= . It is conjectured 





Figure 4.3.4. Relaxation of the correlation functions. Transient behavior of the correlation functions 
xy x y x yC u u u u= −  (solid lines) and 
2 2
xx yy x yC u u− = −  (dashed lines) of the unit chain end-to-
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4.3.2 Individual chain analysis 
The transient structural behaviors during relaxation were further analyzed based on the mesoscopic 
brightness method for three distinctive time regimes ( 0 Rt   , 2R Rt   , and 2 R dt   ) in 
order to investigate the representative conformational transition of the simulated C400 PE melt system. 
As shown in top panel in Fig. 4.3.5, for 0 Rt    , the end-kink (E-K) conformation is quickly 
generated during the structural relaxation via the relatively fast motion of chain ends with high free 
volume in comparison with the rather sluggish chain segments around the backbone center. The 
maximum distribution of the E-K conformation is observed at 
Rt  . In the meantime, as all chain 
segments tend to move gradually toward the backbone center via the tensile chain retraction force, the 
amount of the end-center-kink (E-C-K) conformation also increases. The important feature is a 
remarkable structural transition from E-K to E-C-K conformation is found to occur for 2R Rt    
with the maximum E-C-K distribution at 2 Rt   for the simulated C400 PE melt. A steady increase of 
the fold conformation for 0 2 Rt     via the structural relaxation combined with the induced 
orientational relaxation occurs also. These conformational transitions in this time period induce a 
dramatic decrease in the stretched chain conformation. For 2 R dt   , the conformational transition 
from the E-C-K and fold to coil appears. Finally, the overall conformational distribution gets closer to 
the equilibrium one for 
dt  . These molecular characteristics of the structural relaxation process are 
schematically summarized in bottom panel in Fig. 4.3.5. Moreover, at 2 Rt   , where the E-C-K 
conformation is dominant, the overall chain structure is found to be largely relaxed, thus representing 
the influential thermally-driven orientational relaxation process with weakened structural and induced 
orientational relaxation processes. This might indicate there exists such a threshold time regime, which 
is general to all polymeric systems independent of the applied flow type and strength, and where the 
structural relaxation becomes nearly complete with exposing a distinctive characteristic of E-C-K chain 






Figure 4.3.5. Structural evolution during relaxation. (Top) Transient behaviors of the probability distribution 
function (PDF) for the five representative mesoscopic chain configurations [end-kink (E-K), end-center-kink (E-
C-K), coil, fold, stretch] computed from the brightness analysis upon cessation of steady shear at t = 0. (Bottom) 
Schematic description of the basic molecular characteristics of structural and orientational relaxation behaviors. 
Also shown are snapshots of a randomly selected chain at certain specific times during structural relaxation for 









































Figure 4.3.6. Transient behaviors of stress and chain structure. Plots of (top) the shear stress xy  and (bottom) 
the first normal stress difference 1N  (solid lines) fitted by a simple exponential decay function 
1 2/ /
, ( ) (1 )
t t
xy xx yy t e e
   − −− = + −  (dashed lines) for three different Wi numbers. 2  was fixed as equal to 
0.7 d  for all Wi numbers. The threshold time regime is marked as red colored area around 2 Rt   where the 
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4.3.3 Two relaxational processes: structural/orientational and thermally-driven relaxation 
In view of the relaxation process involving the initial structural and induced orientational relaxation 
mechanism and a relatively slower thermally-driven orientational relaxation mechanism (Fig. 4.3.5), 
we carried out a quantitative analysis for characterizing the overall relaxation behaviors of polymer 
system based on the following equation 1 2
/ /
, ( ) (1 )
t t
xy xx yy t e e
   − −− = + − . Here, 1 represents a time 
scale for the fast structural and induced orientational mechanisms and 2 that for the slow thermally-
driven orientational mechanism. 2 is considered to be independent of the flow strength, however, 1 is 
a generally function of the applied flow type and strength, because the probability distribution of R  
and its average value become different with the flow. This indicates 1 would decrease with increasing 
flow strength because of a larger average chain stretching giving rise to a higher retraction force (also, 
in addition, an effective decrease of the hydrodynamic friction of chain motion parallel to the aligned 
direction). Furthermore, the α-value representing the relative contribution to the stress relaxation by the 
fast structural relaxation is expected to increase with increasing flow strength because the probability 
distribution of chains with large R  -values commonly increases with the imposed flow strength 
(accordingly, α would asymptotically reach a plateau value at very high flow fields, due to saturation of 
the distribution and average value of R ). As mentioned earlier, in comparison with 
1N , xy  would 
relax faster via the structurally-induced orientational relaxation, which promotes the xy-decorrelation 
of chain orientation; thus, 1 would be smaller for xy  than 1N . All these features are clearly evident 
from the result shown in Fig. 4.3.8 (see also Fig. 4.3.6 and 4.3.7).  
As noted above, with increasing shear rate, (i) the average chain retraction force increases due to the 
increase of R  , and (ii) the average friction coefficient ξ of chain motion in the aligned direction 
decreases for the same R  due to a highly oriented chains. These two contributions lead to the higher 
structural and induced orientational relaxation rates for larger Wi number. One can approximately 
extract characteristic information of ξ as a function of Wi number using the simulation data of 
2R  







R R k t
t
R R  
−
−    
= − = −  




 = , where k is the entropic 
spring constant, e.g., the k-value of a finitely extensible nonlinear elastic spring would increase with 
increasing Wi number via an increase of R  — see Fig. 4.3.7. The result presented in the bottom panel 
in Fig. 4.3.8 confirms the decreasing tendency of ξ with increasing flow strength and also shows a 
consistent scaling behavior between ξ and 1. It is noted that ξ would generally not only be a function 
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of Wi number but also a function of time for a given Wi number because the overall chain configurations 
of the system and, thus, the average surrounding environment of individual chains change with time in 
the course of the relaxation process. Correspondingly, the structural and induced orientational 
relaxations of a chain of a given R -value and its contribution to 
xy  and 1N  would vary with Wi 





Figure 4.3.7. Plot of 
2ln 4 1d R k
dt  
= − = −  vs. time for different Wi numbers. 
 
 
Figure 4.3.8. Plots of the parameters α (upper panel) and 
1 1( / )d  =  (bottom panel) in a simple exponential 
decay function 1 2
/ /
( ) (1 )
t t
t e e
   − −= + −  characterizing the relaxation behaviors of 
xy  and 1N  (Fig. 
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R R k t
t
R R  
−
−    
= − = −  
−   
 (Fig. 4.3.7). 
 
Summarizing, the fundamental molecular process behind the stress relaxation behaviors of entangled 
linear polymer melts upon cessation of steady shear flow has been studied using atomistic NEMD 
simulations. Two separate relaxation mechanisms were characterized: (i) initial fast structural relaxation 
(via the entropic retraction force for stretched chains) and the simultaneously induced orientational 
relaxation, and (ii) relatively slow thermally-driven orientational relaxation. In contrast to the 
essentially flow-independent nature of mechanism (ii), mechanism (i) is strongly dependent on the 
imposed flow type and strength because of a large variation of the probability distribution of R  (and 
its average) and the anisotropic hydrodynamic friction of chain motion as a function of the flow field. 
These basic processes, as confirmed and quantified in this study, support the well-known experimental 
observations of stress relaxation phenomena of polymer systems. Furthermore, the direct measurement 
of individual chain dynamics via a brightness analysis of mesoscopic chain structures shows the basic 






In conclusion, we successfully have analyzed the intrinsic rheological characteristics underlying the 
stress overshoot, interfacial chain dynamics, and stress relaxation for polymer melts systems under 
shear flow, via a detailed molecular-level analysis using direct atomistic NEMD simulations. As 
polymer systems undergo start-up shear flow, it is demonstrated that orientational inhomogeneity 
induced by chain orientation (due to imposed flow) underlies the stress overshoot. Also, in the shearing 
confined linear polymer system, three distinctive characteristic regimes with respective mechanisms are 
found. Based on this finding, present studies demonstrated effects of short-chain branches and close-
loop conformation of polymers on interfacial chain dynamics, in comparison with the linear polymer 
systems. Additionally, it is also known that the stress relaxation is governed by two mechanisms: (i) 
initial fast structural relaxation and the simultaneously induced orientational relaxation, and (ii) 
relatively slow thermally-driven orientational relaxation.  
Although specific values of properties would depend on the details of the polymer chemistry or 
imposed flow strength/type, on the basis of the general features revealed in the present study, it would 
help us to extend our understanding in the basic characteristics and representative molecular 
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